
Show Rider

Below is information Bryan would need to perform a show. Please keep to the following as best

as you can when working with “The Comedy Magic of Bryan Gilles Show.”

The Audience:

Appropriate for all ages, appealing to all ages. Bryan Gilles performs for young & old, college &

high schools, strolling entertainment, corporate events, private parties, casinos, and cruise lines.

Bryan’s show goes over best with an audience of between 20 to 500 people.

Length of Show:

Usually 45-60 minutes, depending on the audience. (Adults can enjoy 60 minutes, kids can sit

still for 40-50 minutes.) The show can be shortened to any length or broken up into two

completely different 30 minute shows. Bryan Gilles has performed as little as 15 minutes as an

opening act, and 90 minutes for an audience that didn't want him to end! Bryan also has a lot of

fun strolling around and entertaining people.

Space Required:

Indoors - Ceiling height of 12 feet or more is required for a full show. Floor space or stage

measuring 12 by 18 feet. A gymnasium is a good indoor location; high ceiling, good floor, and

ample space. But the best is a stage or auditorium.(Generally speaking, the larger the space, the

better the show, however, almost any space is workable.)

Sound System:

For most shows, Bryan has a portable microphone and music system. If you have a PA system

already set up, Bryan can plug his remote system into it. Bryan's portable system can handle

crowds from 5 to 500 people.

Lighting:

Bryan's show is best lit with professional stage lights. Lighting should present a general wash

over the stage. If professional stage lights are not available, the stage should be placed in a bright

area of the room or location. For large stage shows a follow spot and operator are needed.

Setup:

Bryan will need approximately 45- 60 minutes before the actual start time of a show to setup.

And around 30 - 45 minutes to clean up. (Depending how far the show/stage is from his vehicle)

Available For:

Stage Shows, Street Festivals, Fairs, Promotional Events, Corporate shows, Private Parties,

Commercials, Theater Shows, Theme Parks, Feature Films, Runway Modeling, Kid TV Shows,

or anywhere else High Energy Magic Entertainment is needed!


